
The Dubai based luxury fashion designer
ANNA MORGUN will launch her first collection
HAUTE CAUTURE
First Ukrainian fashion brand ANNA
MORGUN that won the hearts of the most
demanding emirati fashionista and
celebrities will launch HAUTE COUTURE
collection.

KYIV, Украина, December 29, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- ANNA MORGUN
has become one of the first Ukrainian
fashion designers who got
overwhelming success among emirati
fashionista and doesn’t lose her
positions until nova days continuing to
delight with new collections her most
demanding clients. This season
Creative Director and Founder of the
brand prepared one more terrific
statement and announced about
launch of the first 20 piece HAUTE COUTURE collection by ANNA MORGUN that will be
represented next spring in Dubai.

“I’m blessed and very grateful to Dubai and UAE citizens for their love to my creations. The
biggest joy to every fashion designer is to see satisfied eyes of the client when she clothe your
dress, that’s why I am as a creative director feel a great responsibility to make these eyes shine
brighter. For the past years we’ve been working with many celebrities and tastes of our chosen
ones becoming more and more demanding so it makes a sense that the question about creation
HAUTE COUTURE is just a matter of time.” designer Comments.

First HAUTE COUTURE collection by ANNA MORGUN will see the world in April 2019. 
20 pieces of exclusive dresses with handmade embroidery in combination with luxurious fabrics
is already been developing in private studious of the brand in Dubai and Kyiv under the strict
secret. Brand representatives promise unforgettable show and totally new ANNA MORGUN.

“The brand exists since 2014, I could never believe that one day I will have a possibility to work
with HAUTE COUTURE. This is totally new experience for me as for the fashion designer and a
new challenge, because I feel all the responsibility to all our clients. But meantime I’m very happy
and grateful to emirati ladies for their choice and inspiration that they give to me as to the
creator.” added designer.
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